
QUARANTIMESQUARANTIMES
I’m sure no-one has failed to notice the headlines this week:

global COVID-19 cases rising; bushfires ravaging the American

East Coast; Trump’s unbelievably imbecilic responses to both

the pandemic and climate change... The latter struck me as

predictable, at first, but alarming: how does one of the most

powerful figures on the planet, with access to an abundance of

reputable scientific institutions, still choose to merely brush

aside the facts, and advocate his own risible theories? 

However, it did emphasise to me that the news or any other

type of information you look at, is often what you choose to see;

or rather, what artificial intelligence, or tracking cookies, want

you to see. It’s simple: much like Wakefield’s deceiving anti-vax

publication in The Lancet, over 20yrs ago (yet it was only

retracted a decade after publication), data can be skilfully

manipulated to show the reader what they want to see. 

There was a rather thought-provoking publication in the

Financial Times magazine last week, by Tim Harford, which

expanded on viewing statistics in a more analytical, and

observational manner. Another point to make, is that people are

unlikely to search for information in unfamiliar places. For

example, it would be unusual for a regular reader of “The

Courier” to suddenly switch to watching Al-Jazeera to get their

daily news update. Social media has also amplified the spread

of falsified information, which can now be shared worldwide

with just one click. With a treasure trove of data available at our

fingertips, it is important to learn how to dive underneath the

fabricated, the hyperbolic, and the simply illogical pieces, to

obtain the reputable, pedagogic articles, far, far below. 
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Recently I’ve been scouring ‘Disney +’ looking for different

movies and seasons to watch, and I stumbled upon one of

my favourite childhood movies, “The Sound of Music.” The

film is set in Nazi-occupied Austria during World War 2. The

main character Maria is a nun who leaves the confines of

the Abbey to become a nanny for the Von Trapp family,

consisting of 7 brothers and sisters and a stubborn father.

The story follows the lives of the family, alongside watching

Maria and Captain Von Trapp slowly fall in love. The plot is

extremely interesting as each of the children have their

own smaller story line which lets us see the personalities of

each of them individually, such as Liesl experiencing

heartbreak over her first boyfriend, Rolf. The movie is also

filled with unforgettable musical numbers like “Sixteen

Going on Seventeen’ and ‘My Favourite Things.’ With all of

these captivating performances intertwined with the

fantastic plot of the movie, what’s not to love? 

This is one of my favourite films of all time, because of how

upbeat it is. It’s always guaranteed to bring a smile to my

face by the end! It’s great to watch on a rainy day as it’s very

heartwarming and focuses heavily on the idea of the

importance of family and love, which in the current climate

is very fitting. The catchy tunes, loveable characters and

beautiful scenery of the Bavarian Alps, creates the perfect 

movie package, and so I would definitely recommend this

film.

Disney+

 Sadly, red squirrels are

suffering a major decline in

the UK, with the number

having fallen from what 

was thought to be the

highest of 3.5 million, to

around just 120,000, partly

due to grey squirrels

outcompeting the reds for

resources and habitats.

However, recent research

from Queens University in

Belfast suggests the numbers

of red squirrels are increasing

in places where Pine Martins

also live. This is because Pine

Martins are far more likely to

prey on grey squirrels

rather than red ones. Grey

squirrels are a better food

source for them, as they are

around twice the size of the

reds. Another reason why

Pine Martins are more likely

to prey on grey squirrels

instead of red ones, is

thought to be because both

Pine Martins and red

squirrels are native to Europe,

and have therefore evolved

alongside one another. The

grey squirrel was originally

from North America, so may

be less aware of the threat of

Pine Martins, than the red

squirrels are.   
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Even in 2020, many people are still not comfortable talking about mental health. It remains a taboo 
subject, which many prefer to avoid. However, this is unacceptable, and needs to change. You 
shouldn’t be ashamed to be struggling. You shouldn’t be embarrassed about being stressed or 
anxious. You’re not weak if you’re having suicidal thoughts. Asking for for help is not humiliating.
In recognition of Suicide Prevention Day (Thursday 10th September) and Suicide Prevention Month, I 
would like to do two things. Firstly, I would like to remember two HSD pupils, who despite the support
they received, sadly lost their own personal battles with their mental health. Sophie and Dan were two
very loved members of our HSD family, and are missed by friends, family and staff, every single day.
They will both always remain in the hearts of everyone in our school community and will never be
forgotten by all that knew them. Secondly, I would like to spread a message of hope to any pupils or
staff struggling right now, particularly in these challenging and unprecedented times. 
At the moment, for whatever reason, life might be really tough, and you might be thinking that things will
never get better. But that is very incorrect. Things WILL get better! Perhaps not straight away, but some
day they will. One day you’ll be so unbelievably happy, that you will be so glad that you held on just a
little longer :)
So please, stay alive for your family. Stay alive for your friends. Stay alive for the pupil in the year 
below that you smile at in the corridor, whose day you unknowingly brighten up. But most importantly,
please stay alive for you! Stay alive because your future is around the corner, waiting for you to go and
do all the fantastic things you’re destined to do. Stay alive because each and every one of your lives
have so much meaning and worth. Stay alive for the friends you’re yet to make, and all the laughs
you’ve not yet laughed. We are all incredibly strong young people who have our entire lives ahead of us
(eventually free of SQA exams!). We can, and we will get through these tough times, and I promise we’ll
end up even more amazing than we already are!
I want to share with you what somebody once explained to me: you should never lose sight of the light
at the end of the tunnel. When things are bad, you might think it’s gone. But it’s not, it’s always there.
Sometimes you might just have to look a little closer. Always have hope. Things will get better.
Those words have changed my perspective on life for the better, more times than I can count, and I 
hope they do the same for you. But, for any of you who’re still not convinced, just think about everything
you’d miss if you weren’t here: delicious Brodie’s muffins; iconic staff pantos (seeing Mr Campbell
dressed as a woman is definitely a good enough reason to keep going!); school allowing earrings(?!?);
finally seeing Wallace win the house shield, and so much more. Honestly, the list is endless. I could
keep going on and on and on...
My last message to you all, is a quote by John Lennon, “Everything will be okay in the end. If it’s not 
okay, it’s not the end”. Please let this be a message and reminder of hope to anyone who needs it. 
Suicide is never the answer. It’s a long-term solution, to a short-term problem (even though it might 
not feel that way right now). So many people care about you, whether you believe it or not. If you’re
struggling in any way, and particularly if you feel you’re at a crisis point, please reach out.

MENTAL HEALTH:MENTAL HEALTH:   
don’t be afraid to talk about it :)

Sahar JafferbhoySahar JafferbhoySahar Jafferbhoy

If you’re affected by anything in this article, I urge you to please talk to somebody. Whether it be a 
member of your family, a friend, your guidance teacher or your hockey coach, it really doesn’t 
matter. If you don’t want to speak to someone you know, please check out online resources such as 
Childline (www.childline.org.uk) or Young Minds (https://youngminds.org.uk/).

Ashley Brooke Boyd



On Monday 14th August scientists at Cardiff University made a
significant breakthrough when a rare molecule was discovered in
the clouds of Venus approximately 50km from the surface. This
suggested that colonies of living microbes (microorganisms),
could be thriving in the oxygen-free environment in the planet’s
atmosphere. Although we would normally classify this as extra 
terrestrial life, scientists believe that the surface of Venus is too
hot to sustain any life form, being approximately 464°C. It is
believed that even ‘Aliens could not exist in these heats’.
However, astronomers have not ruled out the possibility of life
higher up in the atmosphere where conditions are much more
mild. It was an international team of astronomers led by Professor
Jane Greaves of Cardiff University, who made the discovery. The
discovery was the finding of phosphine gas. Phosphine itself is a
colourless, flammable compound, which known for its toxicity
levels. Originally, not expecting such an extreme breakthrough,
the team of astronomers were shocked by the discovery, unable
to rule out natural processes due to a lack of information about
the abundance of phosphorous on Venus. Scientists believe that
to survive the sulphuric acid levels in the atmosphere, the
airborne microbes would have to use some sort of unknown
biochemistry, or effects of evolution, which must have been very
fascinating to witness. Unfortunately (or fortunately, depending on
your option of ‘aliens’) there isn't a definitive answer to the
question of these microbes possibly being extra terrestrial.
However, any possible life would be microscopic, so no invasions
any time soon, or perhaps only minuscule ones! Nonetheless, this
discovery has opened many doors in the astronomic world,
proving life outside of our Earth is possible.

With blood-red skies in San

Francisco, wildfires raging

through California and

emissions back to pre-

pandemic levels, the state of

Earth’s environment appears to

be low on politicians’ agendas.

Individually, it may feel as

though we can do little to help,

but there are many – simple

and more complex – changes

that we can make to our lives.

Obviously we can make political

noise, but why not look into

aspects of our life that will

benefit our health both in the

short and long-term: sports.  

  Cycle! Riding a bike is as eco-

friendly a sport as anyone could

find, through almost no fuel

emissions, reducing the

pressure on public transport

(especially important at the

moment) and, of course,

keeping us fit and healthy.  

  Run! Although harder on the

joints, running often increases

our fitness more quickly than

cycling, and you don’t need to

spend money on repairing or

buying a bike. To reduce any

inhalation of vehicle fumes, try

to run in nature, whether that is

your local park, woods or even

laps of the garden.  Whatever

you choose to do this week,

think about who you are

helping by doing so; even if the

only person who gains is

yourself - that is enough.

ALIENS AMONG US?ALIENS AMONG US?
Phoebe  Jenn ings

EXERCISE FOR THEEXERCISE FOR THEEXERCISE FOR THE   

ENVIRONMENT!ENVIRONMENT!ENVIRONMENT!
Georg i a  Doug la s
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Ka t i e  MacDouga l lKa t i e  MacDouga l l

512g or 4 cups of grated potatoes

85g or 2/3 cups of parmesan cheese

64g or 1/2 cup of Panko breadcrumbs

4tbsp of olive oil

Salt and pepper to taste

If having a cheese sandwich in your packed lunch every day is

becoming very dull and monotonous, why not try these easy

parmesan hash brown cups! They can be eaten hot or cold

with any condiment of your choice :)

Ingredients 

Method 

1) Preheat oven to 175°C. 

2) Spray a 12-cup muffin pan with cooking spray or grease the

pan using butter/margarine

3) Add all of the ingredients to a bowl and toss with your

hands 

4) Press the mixture gently into the cups and bake for 30-

40mins 

5) After baked, allow them to cool then transfer over to a wire

rack.

6) Enjoy!

deli
ciou

s!
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ciou
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EDITOR’S NOTEEDITOR’S NOTE
This issue certainly

delved into all sorts of

topics - aliens, to

mental health

awareness, to

parmesan hash brown

cups! I‘m grateful for a

team of writers that

have such varied

interests, and

appreciate that this is

a space where they

can all contribute in

their individualistic

ways :)

The renaming

competition for

“QuaranTimes“ is still 

 open for entries, and

the name is likely to be

altered in the next few

weeks, so watch this

space ;)

thanks for
your support!

T H E  Q U A R A N T I M E S  T E A M


